Date: January 29, 2016
To: Field Sales, Customer Service, Marketing, Engineering
From: Chris Gerlach – Product Line Manager, Plugs and Receptacles
Subject: SOOW and SEOW Cable Jacket Cord-sets Discontinuation Notice

Effective immediately, Eaton’s Crouse-Hinds Division will no longer offer LynxPOWER™ Mini-Line Cord-sets with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or 12 poles that use SOOW or SEOW cable jacket. The Mini-Line Cord-sets with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or 12 poles will continue to be offered with STOOW cable.

All part numbers that include a cable specification of 4AC or 4SC on page 7 of the LynxPOWER Passive Connectivity Solutions catalog will be discontinued. These cable options will be noted as unavailable for 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 12 pole Mini-Line Cord-sets in our next catalog print and our website.

There is no direct replacement for the cord-sets with these cable options. The best suggested replacements would be cord-sets that use STOOW cable. These cord-set part numbers would use a 4WC cable specification.

Please contact your local Eaton sales representative for prices, availability and technical support.

Chris Gerlach
Product Line Manager, Plugs and Receptacles

Eaton’s Crouse Hinds Series
1201 Wolf Street
Syracuse, NY 13208